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Outrage over unfair market opportunities spurs lawmakers to pursue bills banning active investing by public officials ...
Washington’s Wall Street problem: should the powerful be allowed to trade?
Though it’s tempting to question how the vision of one of America’s most popular filmmakers might imprint itself on such a classic text, that somewhat misses the point here ...
The Tragedy of Macbeth review: Denzel Washington’s wearier version of character makes for radical viewing
And Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer is still planning to bring to take up voting rights legislation next week, despite Democrats' grim odds.
Jeff Merkley says it's time to talk about the … talking filibuster
Sen. Roger Marshall claims that the infectious disease expert's records have not been made public since the start of the pandemic.
Senator who Fauci called a 'moron' says he 'chose to spin the truth' during showdown
Canada intends to sign onto Mexico's complaint against the United States over its interpretation of rules of origin in the automotive industry, Trade Minister Mary Ng said on Thursday.
Canada joins Mexico in challenging U.S. on auto trade rules, latest sign of strains
Biden says ‘I don’t know whether we can get this done’ on voting rights bill – follow all the latest news ...
Sinema speaks out against filibuster reform after House sends voting rights bill to Senate – as it happened
WASHINGTON — Senate Democrats, eager to salvage a victory as they lose hope of finishing the Build Back Better Act before Christmas, have turned their attention to voting rights legislation.
Democrats rev up voting rights push to end 2021. But Senate path remains elusive.
By Steven Jiang, CNN Business People trying to fly from the United States to China may soon be confronted with an unthinkable scenario: Starting next week, there are likely to be no commercial flights ...
The United States could lose all flights to China ahead of the Beijing Winter Olympics
Fill-in host Matt Markovich on KIRO Radio’s Dori Monson Show just drove from Florida to Washington and shared some of the things he noticed, “like a snapshot” of America. Markovich made the ...
A ‘snapshot’ of America’s mask rules driving from Florida to Washington
Sen. Kyrsten Sinema (D-Ariz.) continues to position herself against a filibuster rule change that could impact voting reform.
President Biden continues push for federal voting reform with visit to Capitol Hill
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For companies that were waiting to hear from the U.S. Supreme Court before deciding whether to require vaccinations or regular coronavirus testing for workers, the next move is up to them. Many large ...
Businesses react to ruling against Biden vaccine mandate
A senior Russian diplomat has refused to rule out a Russian military deployment to Cuba and Venezuela if tensions with the United States over Ukraine and NATO's expansion in Eastern Europe mount ...
Russia's talk of troops in Latin America called 'bluster'
President Joe Biden painted a dire picture for the nation's future elections during a major speech on voting rights while in Atlanta on Tuesday, expressing his frustration at Republicans who blocked ...
Biden calls on Senate to change filibuster rules to pass voting rights bills in forceful speech: 'I'm tired of being quiet'
It’s nighttime in America ... detailed rules and red tape may prevent forward progress, but they empower insiders to block anything they don’t like. The power in Washington is ...
'It's nighttime in America': How to fight back against the forces pulling our nation apart
Deputy Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Ryabkov raised the stakes over Ukraine by saying he could not exclude the possibility of a military deployment to Cuba and Venezuela if tensions with the US rose ...
Russia refuses to rule out military deployment to Latin America
Paris and Berlin are still mulling whether to join US’s space coalition. The U.S. is pulling allies firmly into its orbit when it comes to drawing up new rules governing who can do what on the moon — ...
America’s new moonshot: Getting Europe to sign up to its space rules
WARROAD, Minn. — For a time, the longest skate path in the United States could be found in Vermont, measuring in at about 4.5 miles. But now, the close-knit town of Warroad has claimed that ...
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